Objective: The study aimed at elucidating a potential correlation between specific meteorological variables and the prevalence and intensity of migraine attacks as well as exploring a potential individual predictability of a migraine attack based on meteorological variables and their changes. Methods: Attack prevalence and intensity of 100 migraineurs were correlated with atmospheric pressure, relative air humidity, and ambient temperature in 4-h intervals over 12 consecutive months. For each correlation, meteorological parameters at the time of the migraine attack as well as their variation within the preceding 24 h were analyzed. For migraineurs showing a positive correlation, logistic regression analysis was used to assess the predictability of a migraine attack based on meteorological information. Results: In a subgroup of migraineurs, a significant weather sensitivity could be observed. In contrast, pooled analysis of all patients did not reveal a significant association. An individual prediction of a migraine attack based on meteorological data was not possible, mainly as a result of the small prevalence of attacks. Interpretation: The results suggest that only a subgroup of migraineurs is sensitive to specific weather conditions. Our findings may provide an explanation as to why previous studies, which commonly rely on a pooled analysis, show inconclusive results. The lack of individual attack predictability indicates that the use of preventive measures based on meteorological conditions is not feasible.
Introduction
The influence of the weather on migraine remains one of the most controversially debated aspects of the pathophysiology of migraine. While in clinical practice, migraineurs commonly describe certain weather conditions or their changes over short periods of time as a precipitating factor of their migraine attacks, 1,2 scientific evidence supporting this observation is scarce and inconclusive. 3 Initial clinical studies were conducted prior to the publication of the IHS criteria, [4] [5] [6] [7] which define the clinical picture of migraine. 8 Furthermore, study design frequently showed methodological shortcomings such as a questionnairebased design with the associated recall bias 4, 5, 7, [9] [10] [11] [12] or a lack of dissection of weather as such into its specific meteorological components. [12] [13] [14] Our findings of a small pilot study with 20 migraineurs suggested that only a subgroup of migraineurs is weather sensitive, 15 providing a possible explanation as to why existing studies, which mainly rely on a pooled analysis of all study participants, have shown inconsistent results. However, due to the limited number of participants, definite conclusions could not be drawn.
Based on the promising results of our pilot study, 15 it was the aim of this study to elucidate the relationship of specific weather components and migraine in more detail on a large number of migraineurs. We further aimed at investigating whether a potential correlation between a specific meteorological condition and migraine may allow an individual prediction of a migraine attack, as such a predictability could have implications on current treatment strategies. This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
Methods

Study participants
Clinical data were acquired from the headache diaries of 100 migraineurs who presented for routine consultation at the Headache Outpatient Department at Charit e -Universit€ atsmedizin Berlin, Germany. Included migraineurs were 18-65 years old, had a history of migraine with or without aura based on the criteria established by the International Headache Society (IHS), 16 and were residents of Berlin, living within a distance of 50 km of the Headache Center. Headache diaries, which include data about presence of headache, its duration, intensity, location, character, and accompanying symptoms recorded in 4-h intervals, were retrospectively evaluated for the preceding 12 months within the observational period lasting from 1 January 2006 to 31 December 2007. The long duration of the observational period was chosen to exclude a potential change in headache frequency resulting from a seasonal variation. Data provided by migraineurs on preventive treatment were included if patients were on a stable dosage for at least 3 months prior to the observational period and throughout the course of the study. The publication of study results has been approved by the local ethics committee of the Charit e -Universit€ atsmedizin Berlin (EA1/085/14).
Meteorological data
Meteorological data from the meteorological station at Berlin -Alexanderplatz (distance to the Headache Center 700 m) were kindly provided by the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst -DWD, Offenbach, Germany). Data included hourly recordings of atmospheric pressure (in HPa), temperature (in°C), and relative humidity (in %) between 1 January 2006 and 31 December 2007. For statistical analysis, time points (4-h intervals) corresponding to the headache diaries were used.
Statistical analysis
For statistical analysis, we took into account each single entry in the headache diary (migraine events). Outcome measurement was migraine events (single diary entries), coded on a 6-point Likert scale (0 = no headache, 5 = maximum intensity). Migraine events were reported for 1 year, each day and at six standardized time points (equally distributed in 4-h intervals). For the statistical analysis, the dichotomized variable migraine event (yes/ no) was chosen. Potential covariates were calendar dates (month, day of the week, clock time) and the meteorological measurements.
For the three meteorological variables (atmospheric pressure, temperature, and relative humidity), 13 covariates for migraine events were defined for each measurement: measurement at the time of the event, six measurements during the preceding 24 h at six time points, and the six differences of measurements between each of the six time points of the preceding 24 h and the time point of the migraine event. Thus, in total, 39 covariates were investigated.
The association of each of these 39 covariates with migraine events was investigated by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with clock time (six levels) and migraine event (yes/no) as fixed factors and the respective meteorological measurement variable as the outcome. In a first step, an overall analysis was done adjusting dependency of data from identical patients using the method of generalized estimating equations (IEE dependency structure, SAS PROC GENMOD). Subsequently, an ANOVA was performed for each patient separately amounting to a total of 3900 calculated ANOVA models. In this analysis, separately for each patient, data of the same patient were analyzed as independent. To adjust for multiple testing, the false discovery rate (FDR) [LIT] was limited to 0.05. Using this method, the P-values were listed in decreasing order. The highest P-value was compared to 0.05, the second highest to 0.05/2 and so on, the smallest P-value was compared to the total number of tests (0.05/ 3900 = 1.28 9 10 À5 ). If in this sequence for one corrected P-value significance was achieved, all P-values smaller than this index value were considered significant. This procedure assured that the percentage of falsely rejected null hypotheses among all rejected null hypotheses amounts to at most 5%. Using this method, overall Pvalues were corrected and only P-values below a FDR of 0.05 were reported as significant. For the construction of classificators (individually for each patient), logistic regression analysis (outcome measurement: migraine event yes/no, covariates: meteorological data, clock time data) was applied. Three different classificators were constructed: one only using weather data, one only using clock time data, and one using the combination of both. Forward variable selection was applied for meteorological data but not for clock time data. This technique avoids overfitting of models, that is, the inclusion of too many covariates. Quality of classification was examined using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Results were ten-fold cross-validated, that is, for each patient the sample was divided randomly in 10 subsamples, and for each subsample the model constructed was applied in the remaining nine subsamples, leading to a separate, unbiased estimation of the true classification rate for each patient. The level of significance was 0.05 (two-sided). Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 19.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). The heat map was computed using R version 2.14.2 (www. r-project.org).
Results
Frequency of migraine events and association with calendar dates
One hundred patients documented their migraine events daily in 4-h intervals over 1 year resulting in 219.000 documented single intervals. Pooled for all patients, migraine events (single headache diary entries) were documented for 15.030 intervals (6.9%). The total number of migraine events per patient recorded over 1 year varied between 16 (0.7% of intervals) and 540 migraine events (24.7% of intervals) (Fig. 1A) . Migraine events varied to a small extent between months and days of the week, most events being recorded in the months of January, May, and July (7.2-7.4%) and least in the months of November, August, and March (6.4-6.5%). Most migraine events were observed in the middle of the week between Tuesday and Wednesday (7.1%), while the events were recorded on Sunday (6.4%). However, a considerable dependency of migraine events on clock time was observed, with most events at 4 AM (9.1%) and 8 AM (9.0%) and least events at 8 PM (4.8%) and midnight (3.3%) (Fig. 1B) . As a consequence of these findings, all analyses were adjusted for clock time.
Association of migraine events and meteorological variables
Overall analysis pooled for the complete sample of 100 patients did not reveal a significant association of the analyzed meteorological variables and the occurrence of migraine events. However, the overall distribution of Pvalues is skewed toward smaller values, which demonstrates the presence of some degree of association between weather and migraine ( Fig. 2A) . Therefore, a separate analysis for each patient was conducted. This analysis, adjusted for multiplicity of testing, did reveal significant associations for some of the migraineurs (Fig. 2B) . Based on the analysis of 3900 tests of significance, 43 tests passed the criterion of a FDR of 0.05. Significant results were limited to a total of 13 patients (13%, 95% CI = 7.1-21.2%) (Fig. 2B, Table 1 ). The results therefore indicate that 13% of study participants could be clearly identified as weather sensitive with regard to their migraine events. In this regard, we observed at least one P-value below 0.001 in 31 patients (including the 13 identified weather sensitive migraineurs), compared to four patients with one or more Pvalues below 0.001 expected by chance when applying 39 independent tests of significance, suggesting that the amount of 13% weather sensitive migraineurs is likely underestimated (Fig. 3) . However, the results further indicate that significant values or their changes do not follow a constant pattern. While one patient may show a correlation between migraine events and rising atmospheric pressure, another patient's migraine events may correlate to falling atmospheric pressure suggesting that it is the unusual weather condition or a change in a specific parameter as such, that correlates with a migraine event, not its direction (Table 1) .
Individual classification
For the 13 patients showing an association between their migraine events and specific meteorologic parameters, ROC analysis was applied to inspect classification rates for migraine events based on clock time and meteorological data. The classification rates were obtained using the predicted probability from the logistic regression analysis for migraine events as classificator. Areas under the curve (AUC) were compared for three approaches: using only clock time data, only weather data or the combination of both. Exclusive analysis of weather data was superior to that of clock time data. The combination of both improved the classification considerably as compared to the exclusive analysis of clock time. However, AUC ranged between 0.58 and 0.70 for the selected 13 migraineurs. These results clearly demonstrate that even in weather sensitive migraineurs, an individual prediction of their attacks based on the investigated meteorological parameters is not feasible.
Discussion
This study aimed at investigating a potential relationship between specific meteorological parameters and the occurrence of migraine attacks and furthermore at elucidating the feasibility of weather data based prediction of migraine attacks. The results show a significant correlation, but only in a subgroup of migraineurs confirming the preliminary results of our pilot study. 15 Within this subgroup, the association remains significant even after adjusting data for multiplicity of testing and for clock time. In contrast to the observations made in our previous study, the findings of this study reveal that the changes as such of the investigated meteorologic parameters, not a specific change into a certain direction, correlate with a higher incidence of migraine events. However, the study results further revealed that a prognosis of migraine attacks in susceptible individuals based exclusively on the investigated weather parameters is not possible.
Migraineurs commonly describe the weather as a reliable trigger of their attacks 1,2 but clinical studies aimed at confirming this observation deliver inconclusive results. This discrepancy reflects the pathophysiological complexity of migraine and the lack of adequate study design rather than of a common misperception of a substantial number of migraineurs.
Migraine is a complex disorder of the brain which can be triggered by a multitude of conditions. 1, 14, 17, 18 Interestingly, not all patients respond to the same trigger factors. It may therefore be assumed that different trigger factors may elicit the relatively homogeneous and well-defined clinical syndrome of migraine 8 through distinct mechanisms. It may be postulated that trigger factors that have been identified by migraineurs are much less common than generally assumed and may simply reflect premonitory symptoms during the early phase of an already ongoing migraine attack. This hypothesis is supported by recent evidence indicating that many external stimuli commonly identified as trigger factors may not trigger migraine attacks when systematically studied in a prospective setting. 19, 20 However, the design of this study consists of an objective and retrospective correlation between the presence of migraine and specific meteorological conditions so that the possibility of a misinterpretation of a premonitory symptom is excluded.
Clinical studies analyzing the influence of specific weather components on migraine have focused mainly on atmospheric pressure, ambient temperature, and relative humidity. 15, 21, 22 In this context, many, but not all migraineurs indicate these weather components as being a trigger factor for their migraine attacks. 15 However, most clinical studies were based on the hypothesis that migraineurs are weather sensitive without analyzing further if this relationship may only exist in a subgroup of patients. Our data indicate that only 13% of the studied migraineurs are weather sensitive. If data from these patients are pooled with data obtained from the remaining 87 patients, significance is lost. In this context, in the 3900 tests of significance we observed 664 (17%) significant results compared to 195 (5%) that would be expected by chance. Moreover, 50 of 100 migraineurs showed uncorrected P-values below 0.05. However, as an individual distinction of a significance by chance or as a result of a true correlation is not possible without an adjustment for the multiplicity of testing, we applied a FDR with the respective loss of significances inherent to the statistical technique. With this method, we could clearly identify single weather sensitive migraineurs but their total amount (13%) may be underestimated. This is underlined by the fact that in an additional 15 patients, we found results which strongly indicated an existing weather sensitivity based on the observed P-values for the 39 tests of significance calculated for each patient. In addition, for patients with a low attack frequency a correlation may be missed as for these individuals the power of the study may not have been large enough to demonstrate a relationship between their migraine events and the analyzed meteorological variables.
Taken together, the results indicate that at least 13% of study participants are weather sensitive but due to the Total  1  2  1  2  4  2  7  1  2  7  2  7  5  4 3 Pressure is the measurement during the migraine event, pressure_4 is the measurement for hours before the event and pressure_d4 is the difference between pressure_4 and pressure. All other variables are defined analogously. + (À), the respective measurement or the difference was significantly larger (smaller) for time points with migraine. No significant associations between weather data and migraine events were observed for 13 weather variables. These variables are not listed in the strict statistical adjusting methods applied, the actual number of weather sensitive migraineurs could be substantially higher. Even so, the relatively small number of weather sensitive migraineurs and the extent of the correlation in affected patients may explain why many studies, which studied an entire population without performing an individual analysis for each patient, have failed to consistently show a correlation that would reflect the perception of many migraineurs. In addition to the difficulties and contradicting results in demonstrating a relationship between meteorological components and migraine, 9, 15, [21] [22] [23] clinical studies have furthermore shown inconclusive results with regard to the specific meteorological parameter responsible for the association or its specific change over time. While some studies, for example, observed an influence of atmospheric pressure on migraine 21 others did not observe a significant correlation 15 despite very similar study designs. Some studies showed a correlation between migraine and cold temperatures 15, 24 other studies found opposing results.
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The results of this study suggest that the meteorological change as such may be associated with migraine, regardless of its direction. This finding adds to the explanation as to why previous studies had substantial difficulties in demonstrating a specific meteorological condition serving as a trigger factor of migraine attacks, especially in studies that analyzed a complete population without performing individual analyses for all study participants. In this context, it has to be considered that in susceptible individuals migraine-associated weather changes probably only increase the risk of suffering a migraine attack, but other factors may be required to trigger the attack. With the identification of weather sensitive individuals the question about a clinical implication is a logical consequence. As weather is a nonavoidable trigger factor, one may speculate if a short-term preventive treatment would be a feasible option if a specific meteorological condition known to be associated with migraine would be forecasted. We therefore conducted logistic regression analysis to calculate the individual classification rates for the prediction of migraine events in the 13 identified weather sensitive migraineurs. The results indicate that an individual prognosis of migraine events solely based on the analyzed weather parameters is not possible, even if this question is restricted to confirmed weather sensitive migraineurs. Moreover, the selection of the 13 most weather sensitive migraineurs may have produced a bias toward better classification rates. Equating sensitivity and specificity for the moment to 70%, which was the result for the best classified patient, for an event prevalence of 10% during the 2190 time intervals reported, the positive predictive value would only be 19%. Therefore, we concluded that due to the relatively small event prevalence, even among frequent migraineurs and the extent of the correlation, positive predictive values would be too small to justify an intervention, such as a short-term preventive treatment, based on weather data. The fact that a weather-based prediction of migraine attacks is not feasible highlights the complexity of the pathophysiology of migraine and supports the assumption that migraine attacks may be the result from a combination of multiple factors, none of which alone may be significant enough to trigger an attack.
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